CHAPTER - 6

SUMMARY

AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

&.1

it is true that any protile* cwi be analysed in

«oxe

than one way and it is pexhaps maxm so with perfoxnancs
evaluation in public enterprises*
angles to th^ pr ob le n.

sxnce there are m

many

in this study a view is taken

that performance evaluatxon j.n public enterprises will be
Much more meaningful if ttie purpose of such an evaluatuin
is primariSiy to identify th& areas tox further iaproveaient and consequently that evaluation is to be carried out
at an individual enterprise level*

6*2

It IS also Drought out clearly in this study that

if serAous atteokpts are madSf

it is possible not only to

spscify the objectives of an enterprise and fix up some
suitable pexfornance criteria* b u t alsu to conbine the
financial and non-finencial perfoxMance to arrive at what
IS called an organisational index - a single* coaprehensive
performance o.ndicator«

6*3

The role of a state in the economic affairs of

psopls is a debatable issue*
independent countries*

However*

alnast all the

its
newly

soom after gaining independence have

realised that political independence only when coupled with
economic independence would lead to complete freedom and
have decided to accelerate theix ecunomic growth* lliffsrent
countries have adopted different strategies to achieve this

I
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goal of •conowxc independence and one such strategy xs the
cceation of public enterpribss.

Puoixc entetpxises axe

|hu» eseentxally the outcone of eheex necesaxty

tnan any

ideology in these countries and Indian puoixc enterprises
aJL'e no exct:ption to this yenoral rule*

6*4

Though, the concept of j j u t i L x c enterpr i.BBs» is mors

suited to the developing countries*

the actual practice of

the philosophy behind publxc enterprises is not limited to
developing countries alone» but found in developed countries
as well.

The spread of public entesprxses can be seen fro*

the fact that tha KeduCal Republic of bernany whose
government is opposed to tha concept of Nationalisation has
still substantial investment in industry.

Postal services

sre one sector that is xn governaient hand xzrespective of
the polxcxes and priorities pursued oy any government.
Countries like Canada* Japan and USA gxve a free hand to its
private counterparts - especxally in xndu&trxal sector.
In contrast, countries like Austria and UK play a dosiinant
role in thexx industry.

In U5A publxc enterprises axe

liaited to special sectors xn contrast to UK publxc enter
prises which encompass all conventional sectors Ixke*

Coal*

Transport, etc.^

1.

infact, it is reported that by 190U the share of these
enterprises in the (arose f ixed Capital foraation ranged
froB 4^ xn USA to 68^ xn Algerxa; tha average being 11*
xn developed countries and 27> in developxng countries.

t
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Though puiaiic entarprises have Decome a wozld wide

phenomanon,

different countiies have given dxfferent

emphasis on the rule to i^e placed and purposes to be served
by these enterprises in their respective ecunowies.

For

exaaipi.e, Pakistan favoured only infirastructural facilities
to be under public category} Nepal

opened up all

industries except defence to private sector) boMalia built
up both industry and infrastructure under public sectori
Tanzania's a m

is to control all critical Means of

production and prevent all kinds of exploitation «»ong
people;

Thailand plays only a supportive role to its private

industryi

Argentina heavily leans on public enterprises for

its scononic growth}

brilanka entered all nust all spheres

of econoaic activity; Kenya leaves its economic natters
primaxily to private

industry; uoata Hica gives equal weigh>

tage to both public and private enterprises; tthiapia has
no bare on private entrepreneurship;

in U x u z i i ,

the

yirowth

of public enterprises mss basically a matter of conveniences
of the moment, rather than any previously formed policy;

and

so on*

6.6

In India tho<^gh public nnterpriaes were in existence

as far beck as in 3Q0 B.C.,
Commisaion

(167B-BO)

it is the

and the Indian

Indian f amine

Industrial Lummission

recommendation on the need for the btete's
intervention in economic mattur that eventually led to the
constitution of a national Planning Lonmittes (1937) and the
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iiBpurtMent of Pi.anni.ny and ^evelopaent
into this wattex eeriousl^*

Latex,

that lookeO

the induBtrxai policy

resolutions of boverniiient of India of 1946 and 1956
outlined the directions fox the gxowth of public enter
prises.

In particular it is the 1956 resolution which

adopted the *bociaiistic Pattern uf bociety* as the national
oOjectives that spelt out the scope of public enterprises
■ore clearly.

The same philosophy and thinking was

reflected in the industrial policy statenents of 1973t

1977

I960.

6.7

Following these directione» public ttnterprises in

India have grown in their nu«ber»

in total capital eaployed,

in the lines of manufacturing/service,

and More so in their

organisational and operatiunal cowplexity*

Today puulic

enterprises cover lUU^ of the national production in respect
of Petroleum, Lignite,

Copper,

and Lead| 97.6% of C.oal,

75jk of bteal, 08^ of Zinc, 47% of Nitrogenous fertilisers
and so on.

The share of public enterprises in ths total

investMt^nt of the guvernment has gone up from 46.4U% during
the fxrst five plan period to 61.43jb during the sixth five
year plan.

it is well-knawn that as much as Ks.ltiOQUO crores

will be invested in this sector during the seventh five
year plan.

in fact the guvernment recently announced that

public sector wilx continue to play a dominant rule in uur
aconumy.

t ^U7 1

6.6

Hecently,

however, public enttirpriaes all over the

Koxlci aie cauyht up between two divergent concepts •
riasely atteina.rig co«»andiny heights (as everyone knows)
and p£ ivait istition (about whxch there is su auch talk).^
Almoiit all d&veloping countries have accepted that State
should participate

in their ecunotn^c affairs

so as to

gain «canonac xndependance and thereby retain political
indup«ndsnce*

India assigned tha role of a leader to

public enterprises in the procsss of attaining commanding
heights of the ecunoay*

Un the othiir hand*

the concept of

privatisation of public enterprises is catching up all over
the world*

People who favour pxivatisaixon basically argue

ihat puulic enterprises are inefficient by nature and
thereby they eventually uecane a burden on the exchequer*

6*9

Uiitwithstanding the slogan of privatisation,

puolic

enterpx ititss have cone to stay and perhaps should continue
to stay.

To be more specif ic, public enterprises arc

required where:
- competitive Markets do not exist

1•

Although the exact modalities through which such
privatisation is sought to be achieved differ from
country to country, it is reported that countries
like UK, France, Japan, Pakistan, Bangla fiash etc*
have uean very actively pursuing this policy of
privatisation* Lven in India the talk of privatise^
tion IS gaining aomentuH) as can be sean in aoua of the
ministerial speeches and ihe high leval committee
reports like Marasimham's Lommittee, Aijun bengupta's
Committee etc*

I 2Ud s
private tntreprrnburfihxp

xb

haxd to come by

- socio»econoBi.c inequMlitias perturb the
population
* the government needs to develop the basic
infrawtructuxe for accelerating the Qcononic
activity
- %t\e govurtKuftot undert«ikes 'balanced regional
dsvelopaent' as a prxurity.^

b.lU

(he pattern of

inoxan ecunanxc developaent during

the past t^iree anti half decades has xed to a phenaseiial
growth xn assets and econami.c power of a few
industrial eapxres*

pra.vate

It is also seen that a good nuKbar of

erstwhale foreign cunpaniss have liquidated their equity
and qualifiaci lor ueing treated as par with other
coffipanies*

In view of these developments«

Indian

the capauilities

of the privcit* atctor to undortaka large xnvestaents has
got conniderabl^ enhanced.^

Hcwever*

Indxa cannot go fur ^

1.

It then goBs without saying that India, and for that
natter, raan^ a developing country, with their presently
obtaining socio^econouixc cunditiona do nead public
sntarprisas. Looking at ihs private suctor claim - that
it 13 now in a uattbr pusition to contributa to the
national developnent, one can easily sea their private
interest in such a claia.

2*

Many uf tut; liwitutions of the late 50a ^nd oUs huve
dieappatiieo. Au a consequence of thtssa davelo^aents«
the private sector - particularly tiie munopoiy capital
- ia aspiring to enter econonic activities which were
hitherto earaarked for exclusive developaunt of the
public enterprif«s» In addition, the Inaian private
sector gets easy financial support frcn uenks and othiir
finatkcial institutions; and with options to involve
foreign collaborators and receive direct leans from
international agencies, it has been able to establish
its claim for a change in the basic ecunowic policy
very successfully in the recent past.

t

such a changr
cannot
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in its busJic ecanotui.c

Incia o.nf act

afford eucH a change in the pressnt a » y context

socio-economic developnent,

for the sxMple

of

reason that

private entrepreneur« beiny a prudent ous^nes&u<an»

a

aXwmym

keeps his inveetifient choicea/optione opan.^

6.11

Frivatisation of public ent«irpr isea j.a thus not the

anaitfer

for theix xnefficiancy| but the answer i.iea in

iMproving the efficiency of these enterpiise^s in general
ana of thosa enterprises which are incurring lossas in
specific,

line way of improving their efficiency

is to nake

then undergo a propc^r perfornance evaluation system which
has the objactive of identrfyiny tha areas for further
developiaent.

6*12

Perfoxnance evaluation in any organisatiun

pre

supposes that thara exists t
- Clarity on expected performance

iobj ectivea) i

- Suitabxe evaluation criteria and
•> Availability of data on actual perfornanca.
6.12.1
tee,

tven in ths absence of the basic pre-requ isx-

a numbsr of attempts wtre nade to evaluate the

perforAance of public enterprises.

These atteispts were nada

both by some researchers and sone governvantal agencies.

1.

Ihe sickness in thsj indic^n t k A i i X e inciustry is a igoud
exao^iple of this phenumsnon. iha uharia and i^anigunj
Coalfialds still carry the acars ut thia &o-callBd
private initxatxve and «nlrepranaurshi.p and Inoia cannot
afford not to learn fru« such experxencea.

t 21U t

Though,

all these are sppcecJiabxe attempts* they do not

deal with andj.vldual pufilxc entexpxisas - but club all
these under one generxc tecM 'Fubiic e nterpriaes' • Since
each enierprisa has its own oijjecixves to ba achieved
and also as the sxxe uf the ox gan^sat ion,
the technology adopted*

the locataon,

the pxoduct mix pxoducad, etc*

differ tron unxt to unit* poxfoxwance evaluation xf done
at an xndivxcluwi. (*ntfirpxxse luvei,
Meanxnyfui.

will «ue much inuxu

becanoly* must of thebe stuuiwa luok «t

eithf:^r firtaiicxel profitobxlity ox social pxofitauxlity as
a meofture of pexfoxmence,
each other*

as xf they axe contradictory to

in realxty however,

they are compliaentary in

the sense that financial eucccse should enable an enter
prise to fulfil its «>acidl oDligations xn a bxgyer way and
the fulfxlMcnt of social obligations should pave a way for
further financial success.

As publxc entexprises ace

expected to achieve both these objectivest

a total pexfor-

nance evaluation will be wore meaningful.

However, for a

total perforMancc evaluation,

wi^ need a nechanxsn through

whxch both these seemingly conflicting performance par«<C 0-~^

Inn^c\

meters (financxal and social) can be oof>tinued to a single
perfoxnance xndicator*

6*13

Psx'foractncc rvaluatxon cannot be ti^en as an

absolute canccpt*
saks*

whxch neoda to bft uphald fox its own

Pi^rfczBiancc evaluacxun in xts true sanaa is a raeans

to an end and the end is iuipxuvement or oetterment of

t 21 1

effxciency ax perfoxnance*

t

It is j.n thxs cuntext that xt

Uecomes necestiaxy to look into some of the i-aaues that
are special to public entsrpxisue and some conatraxnts
that an evaluator faces while trying to develop a perfox»anc8 evaluation syeten*

6.14

The noat ^ p o z x . n t

isaue is with regard to performance

evaluation in public enterprises as compared to that of
private enterprises*

Management ought to organise the enter

prise activitiee so as to achieve the objectives of its
owners - the government in puolic enterprises and sharaholdBre in private enterpritaee•

by way of an extension to

thxQ thens, there has always oeen the question as to whether
perfOi.mance evaluation system xn public enterprxses should
be dxt rerent from that of the private enterprises*

However*

it does not work out in actual practice, uecause the
principal and unquestioned ubjective befoxe a private enterpcxse

xs profit maximisation*

HuOlic enterprieas pursue

muiiipls objectives and profit xs only a part of their
overall axn - the country's socxo-econumic development*

6*15

Hrivats enterprxses operate

in an snvironment whsxe

decxsions axs always taken within the enterprice
slways oim st a clear goal - the profit*
enterprises decxsions relating to prxcing,
location, production,

technology,

iind they

whersAs in publxc
investment^

appointment of chisf

executives and so onj are often taken outbids the enterprise*
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So the environment

in which these

enterprises operate

often becomes a decisive factor in evaluating the perfor
mance of these enterprises*

6.16

The most important constraint in evaluating the

performance of Public enterprises xs the lack of objective
specification.

it is true that ^ublxc enterprises pursue

multiple objectives.

fact they range from as simple as

creation of more employment opportunxties to as complex as
rationalisation of socio-economic development of th«
country; model employer producer of capital goods and
services^

creator of infra-structural facilitreSf

catalyst

to further industrialisation; etc. being placed in between,
tiy nature some of them are quantifiable,
qualitative;

while the rest are

some of them are long term in nature and the

rest are of short term; some of them axe economic,
SMfre-.

efre— eeeAew-ic,

economic.

while some of them are non

This complexity makes it difficult to specify the

objectives of these enterprises*

6*17

t^urther,

the government does not appear to be

interested in specifying the objectives of these enterprises*
The reasons could be many.

Tor instance,

government may

have many oojectives for one enterprise - but does not know
how to synthesise them; government may oe afraid of criticism
from one quarter or the other once objectives are specified
and not achieved;

government may fear that once objectives

t
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are stipulated, managers may insist on the required autonomy
for achieving them; or even some ministers may prefer not
to specify the objectives so that their areas of intervention/
interference can be wide enough*

6.18

Lonsequent to the non-specification uf objectives,

fixing up suitable performance evaluation criteria was never
attempted in the case of public enterprises and this is the
reason why the tussle between financial and social obliga
tions continues even today.

Secondly,

even if oojectives

are specified - the issue that cosnplicates the perfurmance
evaluation process is that of weightages to be given to each
one of the performance parameters.

Unless multi-di»ensional

optimisation models are used, this problem can not be solved.

6.19

Availability of data on actual perfurmance

consistent form for several years,

in

is another problem with

evaluating the performance of these enterprises.

If an

insider were to carry out evaluation of an enterprise,
will have accessability to all kinds of data.

he

But for an

outsider data availability becomes a handicap.

6.20

Considering the auove -

the public enterprise

environment, lack of specific objectives, lack of suitable
performance criteria,
performance and so on;

non-availability of data on actual
it can be said that the approaches

or models to evaluate performance of public enterprises will
have tu be specific and suitable for the purpose.
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6.21

While analysing the current prcicticee of evaluating

the performance of public enterprises,

it is observed that

some of them are purely theoretical and are not capable of
being practised,

atleast in the present circumstances in

which Indian public enterprises are operating.^

6.22

There

are some approaches which one buing presently

practised by different countries like UK, France, Pakistan,
Argentina, Yugoslavia, Morocco, USSR,

etc.

However, even

these are not found to be worth bexng emulated in other
countries,

since each one of them was developed to suit a

particular country's needs and aims - as perceived by its
government,

for instance,

notions like LFL

the tiritish system, through its

(E.xternal financial Limitsj

and KRR

(Required Hate of Heturn), basically expects the dritish
public enterprises not to become a burden on the treasury;
the Yugoslavian system through its notions like personal
consumption and collective consumption, basically aims at
making the Yugoslavian public enterprises to earn enough
to satisfy the worker's personal consumption
income per worker)

{net personal

and the collective consumption

of collective consumption per worker);

(amount

the Soviet system

through its notions like iaeneral Profit and Accounting
Profit, basically aims at making the Soviet puolic enter
prises self-sufficient;
1.

the french and Senegal's system

Breakeven approach, the total performance approach, the
constrained output model, the UMLbA and SitaHA approa
ches, the total factor productivity approach, etc. aie
examples in this connectiun.

t
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through their notions like a contract between enterprise
and government aims at achieving clarity on what can be
expected by government from en enterprise and by the
enterprise from government,

during the contract period;

the Argentian system through its notions like evaluation
at

and X^ levels basically tries to achieve

homogeni.ty in planning arid operations between government
and enterprise; the iioraccian system through its notions
like evaluation at government,

enterprise,

and citizen

levels basically aims at making these enterprises operate
on a commercial basii*; the Pakistani system through its
notions like public profitauility basically aims,
ing at some sort o f

6*23

arriv

a socially adjusted rate of return.

^n India the Performance of public enterprises is

being evaluated by different agencies - of which the
prominent ones are tne Parliamentary Committee,
Board and the Bureau of Public ii.nterpr ises•
cratic country like

the Audit

In a demo

India the Parli»nent in its represen

tative capacity assumes the primary responsibility as well
as authority to evaluate the performance of public enter
prises.

When public enterprises came on scene, the puolic

Accounts Committee of the Parliament was entrusted with
this function.

This Committee usually examined the cases

involving losses, wasteful expenditure
irregularities.

and financial

It was soon recognised that this Committee
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linited its examination largely to an ex-post cciticisn
of expenditure and it failed to cover other important
aspects of efficiency

and economy and also the overall

performance of public enterprises*

An additxonal

Committee called Lstimates Committee was*
set up«

therefore,

This Committee was given the responsibility of

examining plans, estimates of investment and expenditure
by public enterprises.

However, both these Committees -

the Public Accounts Committee and the Lstimates Committee found it difficult to allocate sufficient time and
attention to the rapidly growing public enterprises,

bo a

new Comiaittee •> the Committee on FuOlic Undertakings •
was set up to which the previous Committee's work in
relation

to public enterprises was transferred and was

given the responsibility of a close watch un public enter
prises.

This Committee takes up a few public enterprises

for a comprehensive study every year or a few issues that
are common for public enterprises for an in-depth study or
both.

Till today,

this Committee produced more

than 200

major reports of which more than 1Q0 are action taken
reports.

6.24

Unuer the provisions of the Indian Companies Act

public enterprises will have to get their accounts audited
by an external auditor/statutory auditor. This audit is
similar to any other non-governmental company's audit.
However,

the puolic enterprises coming under the purview

:

of

t

Companies Act, will also have to yet theix accounts

audited by the Comptroller

Auditor iaenaral of India*

bo far as the Corporations established under separate
legislation are concerned,

the powers of auditing have

been conferred on the Comptroller &. Auditor ik^neral of
India for which he is assisted by audit boards*
tionally, the Comptroller & Auditor beneral

Addi^
prepares

an annual 'review of performance' based on the
'efficiency audit* of public enterprises.

6*25

The best known performcnce evaluation of public

enterprises in Inoia is currently carried out by the
bureau of Hublic enterprises*^ Uver the years the bureau
has greatly enhanced its coverage ano presentation.

It

prepares its annual report Oased on the annual reports uf
individual public enterprises.

6,26

In addition to the evaluation carried cut by the
CA& and CQPU;

the Secretary of the concerned

administrative ministry halos a performance review meeting

The bureau of Public Lnterprises was given the
responsibility of presenting « compreheneive picture
of the ever growing public sector.
The Bureau
discharges this responsibility by preparing a compre
hensive report on the working of the industrial and
commercial undertakings of the Central Bovernment
every year*
This report is popularly known as the
fiPC Annual burvey Report.

I 2ia t

(PRN) every quarter with chief executives of J.nciividual
public enterprises.^

6*27

Though this

Indian system of performance evaluation

tries to achieve everything from corporate planning to
corrective action Liy the enterprise*

in practice

it merely

amounts to operating a management information system*

6.28

This situation leayes enough scope for further

conceptualisation and experimentation in the area of
performance evaluation uf public enterprises. Specifically
a mechanism through which performance on both financial
and social objectives can be combined to a single compre>
hensive performance indicator called ** organisational
index " becomes necessary.

6*29

Lonceptually*

performance evaluation can be taken

as either a judgemental exercise or a managerial exercise.
Performance evaluation can serve three oasic purposes namely*

as a tool to learn*

as a tool to control and as a

tool to motivate subordinates.

So any system should be

1.

Where the liPt representative and the financial
adviser
of the Ministry are also present. In these meetings
plans* targets and achievements are expected to be
discussed, t*or this purpose* the bPL has designed an
information system that gives details on physical
performance* financial performance* progress made on
projects under construction* etc. Hecently* the BPL has
also prepared a paper on 'Performance Aims and
Kinan<cial Targets of Public Lnterprises*.

2.

As a judgemental exercise it leads to either criticism
or appreciation of the past operations. As a mana*
gerial exercise* it leads to identification uf areas
for betterment.

t

t

clearly aimed at serving eithBX one ox two or all the
three purposes.^

Perfoxroance evaluation can oe of

factor performance or total performance - which includes
the effects of policy choices and political judgements*
Under the present circustances only evaluation of f-act&r
performance is what is possible*

6.30

Keeping in mind the conceptual framework within

which performance evaluation can be undertaken*
basic pre>requisites*
enterprises*
countries*
Approach*

6*31

the

the special circumstances of public

as well as what is practised in other

a new approach called

'An Urganisational

Index

is developed*

So far as demonstrating the effectiveness of this

new approach > the organisational index*

is concerned*

it ‘is demonstrated in the case of Oil cL Natural iaas
Commission and Indian Hetrocliemical^ Corporation Lunited.
One

interesting feature that emerged while constructing

the organisational index tor uoth IPCL and DNbC was that
the employees of both these public enterprises gave
highest preference to 'Return on Investment'
mance parameter

as a perfor

in contrast to the popular belief that

public enterprise employees are more worried about their

1.

Performance evaluation can be undertaken by an
outsider or an insider* An outsider's evaluation
will always be limited in its scope and accuracy*
as he has to depend upon only published data;
performance evaluation can be an elaborate system
or a simple system and an elaborate system always
runs the risk of not being implemented*

I

own w e l f a r e r a t h e r

than

22 0
the

I

w elfare

of

the o r g a n i s a t i o n .

The least preferred performance parameter was employment
creation.

In the case of IHCL,

import suDstitution and

improvement j.n technology have emerged as the areas for
further improvement and» in the case of UNiaL,

inventory

management emerged as a major area for further develop
ment.

6.32

The actions initiated by these two public enter

prises

(on their own and without any reference to this

study or its findings)

around the time of completing this

study fully endorsed the use of organisational

index in

the sense that today IPCL's major thrust is on absorption
and assimilation of technology and ONbC's declared thrust
is on inventory control.

In fact,

today ON&C has made

inventory management as part of the annual performance
appraisal for all its managers.

6.33

It is hopedf

therefore,

that this organisational

index approach to performance evaluation will be of use
in attempting to improve the overall efficiency of all
public enterprises all over the world.

6.34

Although the results of this study are substantial

in terms of providrng a more useful performance evaluation
model for public enterprises,
easily and universally,

which can be made operative

tnere is scope for further research

I

in this axtia*^
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:

The governmentai. agencias and the public

enterprises theiaselves should ou willing tu p r o v i d e ail
the data that is required on oil possioie performance
criteria*

This will MaKe th& constructi.on of the organi

sational index not only easy but also coaprehensive•

in

this connection, atteapts can os iHade to identify all the
possible perfornance cxiieria and consequently the data
requireaents on actual performance.
b.3&

Ail performance critc^ria are not mutually exclusive.

While the present mudel takes into consideration the per>
formance of each of these criteria independently, it is
possible to look at the inter-dependancy of all these
criteria through an exercise of goal programming.

Thus,

there is lot of scope for advanced research in this area performance evaluation of public enterprises.

it is possible to yet weights to be assigned to the
selected performance criteria not only fsom the
employees of an enttrprise as was done in this study,
but also from all the interested parties like the
administrative ministry, the consumers, the suppliers
and the general public so as to arrive at a more
comprehentiiv& weighted everage weights of all per
formance criteria, ^uch an attempt would certainly
enhance the validity and usefulness of the organisa
tional index approach in evaluating tha performance
of a public enterprise.

